The Challenge in K-8
Science Education:
Teacher Content
Knowledge

On-Demand Self-directed Electronic
Professional Development that
reaches Scale and Sustainability

Learning Center Overall
Growth and Usage

During our summer institutes teachers build their library of SciPacks based on their
individual content goals. Besides adding to their own content knowledge, teachers
have found this resource especially helpful for giving them ideas on how to present the
content to their students. We will continue to use SciPacks in our Institutes as well as
feature this resource in professional development workshops conducted across our
state. Thanks so much for making this wonderful professional development resource
available to our teachers.
Jim Woodland, State Science Supervisor, Nebraska Department of Education

Over 200 state and district
deployments across 50
partnerships as of April 2010
• Nebraska DOE
• New Hampshire DOE
• West Virginia DOE
• Anaheim Public Schools
• Atlanta Public Schools
• Cincinnati Public Schools
• Fairfax County Public Schools
• Texas Regional Collaboratives
for Excellence in Science and
Mathematics
• Twin Harbors Science
Consortium
• University of Maryland, BC
• University of Texas, Tyler
• Montana State University
E-PD Opportunities tagged by
learning preferences and state
standards and comprise:
• Live Web Seminars
• Asynchronous Podcasts
• Selected NSTA E-books, echapters & e-Journal Articles
• University online short courses
and degrees
• SciPacks/Science Objects: Ondemand, self-directed learning
from 2 to 10 hours in duration

On-Demand Self-directed Electronic
Professional Development that reaches
Scale and Sustainability
Our experience with SciPacks was valuable, and impact high. Teachers
indicated how much they enjoyed and learned. I was very impressed with the
content depth and in how it was presented; it was accessible to all grade 5-9
teachers. None felt overwhelmed. We plan to include this training as a
standalone option and as a component in a content professional development
course that includes face to face sessions. This is a powerful tool to help
teachers grow in their understanding of the content and pedagogy we expect
them to be teaching.
Bob Sotak, Science Specialist, Everett Public Schools, WA

Science Topics (16 done)
• Force and Motion
• Cell Structure and
Function
• Chemical Reactions
• Earth, Sun and Moon
• Earth’s Changing Surface
• Electric and Magnetic
Forces
• Energy
• Gravity and Orbits
• Nature of Light
• Ocean’s Effect on
Weather and Climate
• Plate Tectonics
• Rocks
• The Solar System
• The Universe

Free Access to over
1,300 e-PD Resources
and Opportunities
Dramatic growth in overall
accounts and usage of assets
• Over 59,000 active accounts
• Over 400,000 assets used from
4,300+ available

